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In January 2020, Uncle Ray’s Food and Liquor reached out to Blue Door after a press 
release announcing the new location in Toronto received backlash online. Blue Door 
was brought in to support the restaurant to navigate the crisis.

Following the crisis, Blue Door was retained to support with the official launch of the 
restaurant in Toronto, as well as to support their original location in Hamilton.
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THE SOLUTION 

Blue Door was retained for crisis communications and reputation management. After careful analysis on the issue 
at hand, Blue Door helped the venue deescalate the negative attention by crafting strategic messaging for the 
following audiences:

• Responses to media for owners and spokespersons.

• Communications to shareholders.

• Communications to employees company wide.

• Responses for staff and management for guest inquiries.

Blue Door offered ongoing support to the restaurant, which included 24/7 media monitoring and instant alerts, 
as well as ongoing social listening. Findings were delivered to the client in a daily monitoring report during the 
crisis.

Once the crisis had settled, Blue Door was tasked with rebuilding the brand’s reputation and launching the 
restaurant in the city with a positive narrative. Utilizing our extensive media relationships, Blue Door worked with 
top food writers in the city to bring confidence and trust back to the brand.

As part of the ongoing efforts to rebuild the brand, Blue Door worked with 20 lifestyle and food influencers to 
promote the restaurant organically through their channels. The resulting coverage created stunning, impactful 
images of the restaurant, it’s food and the atmosphere. 
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We also administerd a cross-promotional campaign to generate awareness and email leads for Uncle Ray’s . We 
offered a free appetizer to our pre-existing Union Chicken email audience, targeting those consumers that had an 
interest in the same fried chicken that Uncle Ray’s serves. The campaign resulted in an 18% Open Rate and 899 
clicks to the Uncle Ray’s website.

After a 90 day campaign, the restaurant saw immense success with their opening, booking reservations weeks 
in advance.

CAMPAIGN SERVICES 

• Crisis Communications

• Media Relations and Monitoring

• Influencer Marketing

• Newsletter creation and dissemination 

• Monthly reporting and metrics review

View email campaign here.

https://mailchi.mp/cfa09499d767/dont-miss-out-on-our-third-anniversary-party-1313293
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THE RESULTS 

The restaurant was able to successfully open their doors weeks after the crisis first broke. The restaurant saw 
record sales and received positive coverage in top publications including blogTO, Style Democracy, View the Vibe 
and The Hamilton Spectator.

We saw positive results from our Uncle Ray’s email newsletter campaign. The campaign had a focus on generating 
awareness for Uncle Ray’s by providing a free appetizer incentive. The campaign garnered 5,392 opens, which 
represents an open rate of 19% which is well within the industry average. Our free app button had the most 
engagement with 860 clicks.

Campaign Total Analytics: 

• Total Opens: 5,393

• Open rate: 18%

• Clicks: 899 

• Click rate: 14%


